
 
 

ANDY KINDLER 
 

“One thing is certain: The state of Kindler’s career is strong.” – TV Guide 

 

“Watch the guy who compared Dane Cook to Hitler!” – Entertainment Weekly 

 

“The funniest career suicide in the biz.” – Time Out New York 

 

“Andy Kindler’s rebukes have made him the conscience of comedy and given him a hollowed berth 

delivering the annual ‘State of the Industry Address’ at the Montreal Comedy Festival” 

- Los Angeles Magazine  

 

“Fine comic fury…the diatribe is Kindler’s art form.”- The New Yorker 

 

“Andy Kindler isn’t afraid to name names…Risking the wrath of industry Goliaths, Kindler has gleefully 

taken on the job of giant-killer.”- Los Angeles Times 

 

“Pity the comedian who tours with Andy Kindler…Pity the opener because all of the standard tricks and 

embellishments of stand-up comedy…are going to be examined, dismantled, and beaten into submission.”  

– A.V. Club 

 

“A comedian other comics stay to watch.” – NY Times Magazine 

 

“Andy Kindler is a revelation, and the only one who seems to be doing something different.  His comedy 

is about comedy.”- Chicago Tribune 

 

“Kindler dissects pop culture, show business, dumb audiences, and his own act – as it unfolds – with bitter 

wit and exhilarating ruthlessness.  He has been doing it forever and he is a master.” – Seattle Stranger 

 

“If the alternative comedy movement had its own Declaration of Independence, Andy Kindler would be a 

principle architect and signatory.” – Splitsider 

 

“Andy Kindler, in all his kvetching, breathlessly free-associative, pinball-minded glory, is a comic on the 

classic mold.” – Denver Post 

 



 

 

Praise for Andy’s Annual “State of the Industry” Address: 

 

“If you ask any of the comics appearing at Montreal’s Just for Laughs Festival, the funniest act is the one 

the paying public never sees…For 90 hilarious minutes, the irreverent Kindler deconstructs the insanity 

that seems to govern network television… Kindler did it again this year and, within 15 seconds of taking 

to the podium, had a roomful of professional, hard-bitten, heard-it-all comics roaring with laughter.” 

- Montreal Globe and Mail 

 

“His annual scathing ‘State of the Industry’ address at the Montreal comedy festival…is feverishly 

anticipated by both his peers and hard-core comedy fans alike.” – Vulture.com  

 

“Andy Kindler speaks the unspeakable.  With the force of a hurricane and the pointed accuracy of a 

sharpshooter, Kindler scalps the heads that head Hollywood’s machine.”-  The Toronto Star 

 

“A wicked, vicious and extremely funny speech about the condition of the comedy/entertainment 

community.”- Variety 

 

“Beloved within comedy circles for (his) withering attacks on the entertainment industry.” 

- Los Angeles Times 

 

“Dark, delicious views on the state of comedy”- The Montreal Gazette 

 

“Andy Kindler achieved the impossible at last year’s Just for Laughs…Addressing a room full of industry 

types and fellow artists, he uttered some killer barbs about American comedy darling Louis CK, and why 

his FX television show Louie is not funny.  Incredibly, he got big laughs out of them.” – GQ UK 

 


